Project Summary

As we indicated on our application for the 2003 Piedmont Project (PP), we were looking for ways to incorporate environmental issues into a new course, tentatively titled “Social Movements and Religious Change.” We are planning to offer this seminar Spring 2004. Our planned seminar appears quite different from those most of our peers in the PP are designing: (1) We are designing it as a graduate seminar, rather than an undergraduate course. (2) We are co-teaching this course, sharing and alternating responsibility for different segments of the course. (3) We come from different divisions within Emory and will offer this course with graduate students in Sociology as well as the Candler School of Theology in mind.

Consequently, we face two brain teasers: We need to find a way to structure this course in didactically useful manner, so that we can expose students to the requisite theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches common in both fields. We know this will be a challenge, because we are essentially bridging the social sciences and the humanities, and the PP is not designed to help with that aspect of course development. We have decided that Nancy will lead the first segment (weeks 1-3), Regina will lead the second segment (weeks 4-6) and we will truly co-teach and lead class discussion for the remainder of the semester. More specifically, the PP has been useful in helping us address the second challenge, i.e. the need to incorporate environmental concerns as a substantive issue into the course.

This course builds on two specialty graduate seminars each of us has taught: Nancy’s “Contemporary American Religion” and Regina’s seminar on “Social Movements.” We were struggling with whether we should simply have one section (i.e., 1-2 weeks) deal explicitly with the environmental movement, or whether we should have the environment run through the course like a red thread. Keeping in mind that our prime goal is to make religion the red thread connecting all course sections, we were leaning towards the former approach, as it is very difficult to select readings that “hit” all three targets at once: mobilization, religion, and the environment. But as a result of the PP experience, we have decided to rethink our premise that all targets must be hit simultaneously, and at all times. Thus, we have expanded the inclusion of readings dealing with environmental aspects of social movements, so that we highlight environmentalist issues from the point of view of several, seemingly unconnected movements.

As the preliminary syllabus we attach illustrates, we attempt to do so e.g., by approaching the issue of abortion in the women’s movement from a “zero population growth” perspective (see Staggenborg, Buechler), rather than relying solely on policy or ideological analysis of the two opposing camps. Similarly, our treatment of the civil rights movement includes readings on environmental racism, our segment on the labor movement will contain readings on hazardous work conditions, because those affect humans directly (as workers) and indirectly (via water and air quality, the food chain). Our segment on the disability movement will take a global perspective and illustrate mobilization with the 1998 anti-landmine treaty in mind.
Overall, we feel we have benefitted greatly from our participation in this year’s PP. It has helped us move beyond the “idea for a seminar” towards a concrete goal and structure for our course. Moreover, we think that the most important strengths of the program consist in the deft combination of presentations and group discussions. While the former helped trigger ideas of where (which segments/movements) environmental issues might be incorporated into the syllabus, the latter helped us brainstorm with peers about how to incorporate these issues more concretely. Feedback from our colleagues was particularly useful regarding suggestions for literature and classroom discussion formats. The interdisciplinary make-up of our group greatly enhanced our experience and the payoff from these brainstorming sessions. Because we all approach environmental issues from different angles, the presence of our peers from across the university helped highlight areas of inquiry and raise questions about which we would otherwise never think. Finally, the experience has already spurred Regina to think about redesigning her course on race relations, to reflect a larger component on environmental issues in the undergraduate as well as graduate versions of her course.
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Co-taught by
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COURSE OVERVIEW:
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to classical and contemporary theories about social movements and religion. We will cover a range of 20th-century movements. While we will point a spotlight on various international social movements -- ranging from the labor movement to the disability movement -- we will focus mostly on the U.S.

During the first three weeks we will set the stage for why it is important to examine religion from a social movements perspective, and vice versa. In other words, we will address the questions “Why is religion important?” and “What are theoretical approaches to religion most useful for considering social movements?” During the second three weeks, students will become familiar with micro-level as well as macro-level theoretical traditions. This means, we will discuss a broad range of sociological theories aimed at addressing related questions: “What causes social movements? Under which conditions do they succeed or fail? Why and under which conditions do individuals participate? How is the rise and decline of movement organizations as well as social movement "cycles" related to economic trends, to developments in specific social institutions, or to cultural and ideological shifts?“

The remaining weeks are broadly organized under the theme “How does religion manifest itself in social movements?” We address questions such as “Is religion merely an instrument, or is it more?” “How do we use social movement theory to think about the connection between religion and movements?” We will use a “spotlight approach” designed to let us see how different theoretical and methodological approaches
are employed by empirical researchers. This means students will be exposed to readings on a select set of social movements, many (though not all) of which will somehow address issues related to religion. We choose this approach because we believe that researchers’ ability to answer specific questions is shaped by the movement we study, the historical context in which the movement occurred, and by inevitable data constraints and methodological choices. By the end of the semester, students should be familiar with theoretical and methodological issues that affect the fields of religion and social movements alike.

The reading load will be approximately 150-200 pages per week. Each student will write a research proposal due at the end of the semester made to resemble a grant proposal. In exceptional circumstances, advanced students may choose instead to submit a dissertation/thesis chapter. Students will negotiate parameters of each paper with the instructors. In addition, students will be asked to lead seminar discussions and to submit regular, written commentaries/critical syntheses on the week’s readings. To date, we have not worked out the specifics but expect that students will turn in roughly 5 written weekly assignments and lead discussion twice in the course of the semester. We are thinking that the research paper will count for 45% of the final grade, with in-class presentations and regular participation counting for 30%, and the 5 written assignments equaling 25%.
WEEKLY SCHEDULE:

Weeks 1 through 3: Setting the Stage

Week 1  Introduction

Week 2  Why is Religion Important?
Smith, Chris. Resisting Reagan. (Excerpt)

Week 3  How Do Religion Scholars Explain Social Change?
Eiesland, Nancy. “Contending with a Giant.” Ch.8 in Contemporary American Religion: An Ethnographic Reader.
Jasper, James. The Art of Moral Protest : Culture, Biography, and Creativity in Social Movements. (excerpts) maybe ch. 4(culture and sm theory) or ch 7 (on recruiting animal rights empathizers, discusses role of religiosity and ethnicity empirically)
Smith, Chris. Disruptive Religion. (excerpt – maybe ch. by Williams and Blackburn?), ch. by Hart?)

Week 4:  Classic Sociological Theories:

Week 5:  Resource Mobilization Theory (RMT)
Freeman, J. 1983. "On the Origins of Social Movements." Ch. 1 Freeman (ed.) Social Movements of the '60s and '70s.

**Week 6: Recent Theoretical Developments**


**Weeks 7 through 12: How Does Religion Manifest itself in Social Movements?**

**Week 7: The Labor and Farm Workers’ Movements**

Piven, F. and R. Cloward. 1977. "The Unemployed Workers' Movement" and "The Industrial Workers' Movement." Ch. 1, 2 & 3 in Poor People's Movements.

**Week 8: The Women's Movement**

Echols, A. 1989. "Breaking Away from the Left." Ch. 3. in Daring to Be Bad.

Staggenborg, S. 1991. Ch. 2 in *The Pro-Choice Movement: Organization & Activism in the Abortion Conflict*. (Excerpt)

Luker, Kristin. *A World Views of the Activists*. @ ch. 7 in *Abortion and the Politics of Motherhood*.

**Week 9: The Civil Rights Movement**


McAdam, D. 1986. "Freedom High: The Summer of '64." Ch. 3 in *Freedom Summer*.


Bullard, Robert D. 2000. *Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality*. (Excerpt)

Pulido, Laura. 1996. “Multiracial Organizing among Environmental Justice Activists in Los Angeles.” Ch. in *Rethinking Los Angeles*.

**Week 10: The Lesbian/Gay/Bi Rights Movement**


Echols, Alice. 1975. “The Eruption of Difference.” Ch. 5. in *Daring to be Bad*.


**Week 11: The Environmental Movement**


Week 12: The Disability Movement

Week 13: The Home Schooling Movement